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Abstract. Information extraction technology to be able to measure, store, collect all kinds of information, especially the direct access to important information, which is based on mobile applications and more convenient for the information gathering process, user and information feedback, greatly reduce the cost of information technology, makes the implementation of large-scale information extraction technology possible. As for this paper, first of all, mainly introduces the basic theory of music rhythm customization mobile application; Secondly, the development and implementation of this application are introduced; Finally, it summarizes and anticipates the future development trend of music rhythm customization technology. After implementation, users only need to import music or video that they want to modify, select the corresponding style or double speed, and then get relevant audio results through system software processing. And make music rhythm customization easy to operate, which remove a lot of irrelevant operations, so that users do not need to know the relevant professional knowledge can be processed.
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1 Introduction

The rhythm tracking mainly uses information extraction technology. This technology was first used in surveying and mapping to extract useful information for users in remote sensing images [1]. The earliest possible application of this technology to the field of music was the feature extraction of phrase-based music information retrieval published by Japanese scholars in 1999.

In this paper, the audio data is converted into an audio stream, and the audio data is transformed into a data frame by the rhythm extraction algorithm by using the frame
changeable characteristics of the audio data stream, and the audio is clipped by using the selected double speed time stretching algorithm, and then the template is used. Process audio frames, create/edit your own audio, save it in the sandbox or share it with your friends. Developers only need to add their own customized templates, users only need to import the audio they need to modify, adjust the paragraphs that need to be modified, and select the corresponding speed and template to get their own music. In the end, this paper designed a rhythm customization application centered on information extraction, which realized a simple and clear audio editing method.

Rhythm tracking technology is essentially a technique that converts the music data imported by the user into an array of rhythms and edits the audio array accordingly [2]. The music rhythm customization technology based on information extraction is used for mobile application development. With the rhythm tracking algorithm and time stretching algorithm of ffmpeg audio and video framework on audio, the effect of customized music is achieved: 1) It is easy to operate, removes a lot of unrelated operations, can be processed without the user knowing the relevant professional knowledge; 2) rich rhythm templates are available; 3) free time stretching, software supports the start and end time interception and speed editing of imported audio.

2 Related Work

2.1 rhythm tracking algorithm

There is no doubt about the importance of data. With the growing popularity of big data, the importance of data information extraction, data analysis and processing is also becoming increasingly prominent. At present, in addition to theoretical research on big data, there are also ongoing technical research abroad, with the focus on data application and data engineering. In China, the development of big data is relatively young. In the 13th five-year plan released by the Chinese government on November 3, 2015, the term "big data strategy" was put forward for the first time [3]. At present, the research of big data in China mainly lies in distributed storage and cloud computing. Only a few enterprises can use the integrated process of data acquisition, data analysis and data processing.

According to the current situation, information extraction system and data control system have been closely combined and developed in two directions: one is distributed information extraction and data control system, and the other is distributed information extraction and data control system. Information extraction technology is the data source of big data technology, and big data technology is the support of the current hot artificial intelligence technology. Therefore, the information extraction technology in the future will still develop at a very fast speed and towards the direction of extracting massive data.

In this paper, an iOS platform mobile application named LickMixeR-N was designed, which realized the rhythm tracking algorithm and time stretching algorithm based on ffmpeg audio and video framework, and used it in audio to realize the effect of changing music and video imported by users and realizing customized music. In this application, users only need to import the music or video they want to modify,
select the corresponding style or double speed, and then through the system software processing to get relevant audio results.

3 Proposed Model

3.1 rhythm tracking algorithm

Subsequent paragraphs, however, are indented. The main rhythm tracking algorithm consists of three steps: intermediate input representation, general state, and contextual state. The middle input representation, also known as rhythm detection function, converts the input audio signal into an array of audio frames, serving as an intermediate signal between the input audio rhythm and the output audio rhythm. The tracking formula is shown in formula (1):

$$\Gamma(m) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} |S_k(m) - \hat{S}_k(m)|^2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

In general, the main task is to detect the rhythm periodicity and the rhythm alignment without knowing the audio input [4]. The main task of context-dependent state is to merge and extract context-dependent information (including rhythm, time signature and past rhythm location) from audio input into relevant parameters [5]. In order to achieve the effect of emphasizing significant rhythm and discarding insignificant rhythm, the adaptive moving average range of a frame is calculated as shown in formula (2):

$$\Gamma_i(m) = \text{mean}\{\Gamma_i(q)\} \quad m - \frac{Q}{2} \leq q \leq m + \frac{Q}{2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Rhythm tracks are cut into the frame, query beat alignment, contextual, cycle a few characteristics, and the general state of running in the form of no memory, extracted by repeating rhythms cycle and alignment, the disadvantages of this method lies in the context, makes the final results do not have continuity, and the strong consistency we hear music is a big difference [6]. Single use general state can generate many unnecessary mistakes, therefore, need to introduce the contextual state is used to solve and separately to solve the problem of continuous audio output.

3.2 Time stretch and audio spectrum display

Time stretch means to stretch the length of input audio [7]. The source audio is cropped by selecting the start time and end time. The audio spectrum display uses the fast Fourier transform algorithm to transform the input audio into the corresponding spectrum array [8], which is finally displayed on the interface.

Time stretch can call the function in rubber band Audio, input the Audio rhythm array and corresponding doubling speed, select the corresponding conversion mode,
and then get the result rhythm array[9]; Then the result array is transformed into a spectrum image by fast Fourier transform and displayed on the interface in real time. You can use the time stretch function to complete the audio processing[10].

4 Experiment

4.1 Audio Production

First of all, since this app is a pure iOS platform audio mobile app, what needs to be considered is how to import local audio[11]. Apple has made the API of audio selection for developers in its own framework. Just import the relevant framework and you can easily use MPMediaItem to store audio files of iOS.

Second, this article describes an audio editing application, so the second step is to process the audio just obtained, including the intermediate input layer representation, general state processing, and context-dependent state mentioned above in rhythm tracking theory, this part is mainly the use of rhythm tracking algorithm to achieve;

Then through the user's input to the audio file time and double speed editing, this part mainly USES the time stretch technology to achieve;

Finally, after editing audio in local or share out, for users to upload audio data security, did not use the cloud database, but instead USES application sandbox to save the audio data for the user, the user can see myself in the historical view of all the audio data, and view or delete it[10]; If users want to export/share their results, they can upload audio files from the sandbox to Dropbox, and then further share/export. The workflow of the whole application is shown in figure 3.1:

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 1.** A figure caption is always placed below the illustration. Short captions are centered, while long ones are justified. The macro button chooses the correct format automatically.

Can be seen from the diagram, the design of the audio file operations is the main process of the one-way, and users can at any time to back up one step operation, but not finished step, as long as the user will not be able to take the next step operation, so the application interface card operation, background using the album cover (the url of the picture in the MPMediaItem albumImage attribute), will be applied to each function into one card[12]. Then according to the steps to use ScrollView paging was
carried out on the card, and then set the card swiping to step on the unfinished disable mode[13].

4.2 Development Of Implementation

In this paper, the development environment of music rhythm customized mobile application based on information extraction is taken as an example under the MacOS operating system [14]. It uses CocoaPods third-party library introduction tool to import DropBox library, directly introduces FFmpeg audio and video processing framework and Fourier transform for operation, and uses iOS development tool Xcode for development [15]. FFmpeg is a very powerful audio and video processing framework developed by iOS. Its main functions include recording, converting digital audio, video, and converting them into data stream, audio and video encoding/decoding, etc [16].

The main design idea is to introduce FFmpeg framework from the outside, configure CocoaPods, import algorithm function and related files into the framework using ovocaine framework and other fast Fourier transform framework to play, and finally use Xib file based on Interface Builder tool to describe part of the view in a graphical way [17].

5 Conclusion

As a symbol of the inheritance of human civilization and a weathervane of times culture, music is the best mark of an era, and editing music only belongs to oneself has become the interest of many people [18]. After the rise of the contemporary Internet, music entertainment has become the just need of people's spiritual entertainment, and editing music only belongs to themselves has become the interest of many people. The music rhythm customization mobile application described in this article based on information extraction makes music editing no longer remote for non-professionals, and realizes the customization of music rhythm. The music rhythm customization mobile application described in this article based on information extraction makes music editing no longer remote for non-professionals, and realizes the customization of music rhythm [19]. This paper presents a music customized mobile application based on information extraction. By applying rhythm extraction and rhythm tracking algorithm to the audio submitted by users, users can turn their little inspirations into audio output that actually conforms to the definition of music template with simple operation. Due to the customization of uploaded audio, users can generate their own music [20]. In short, the music customized mobile application based on information extraction implemented in this paper does not require high design and development costs, and is of great practical value due to its simple operation, simple page and stable function.
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